seemingly random materials and artefacts to speak to each other across the intellectual and physical boundaries between diverse archival insPtuPons.
In this way, an archive becomes a malleable space too, rather than one confined by rigid classification models, rich in potential for developing creative research methodologies in keeping with the experimental nature of the sphere of transitional justice. It provides a liminal experience for the researcher, offering as it does an effective device for creating innovative ways of representing transitional and diaspora communities in post-conflict, post-authoritarian worlds, a key theme of my fictional narrative. It will also investigate the process of recovering histories and the delivery of a form of cultural recovery through adopting a shape-shifting framework that owes much to the concept of the labyrinth, a point I will return to later.
The Spanish CollecPon housed at the Marx Memorial Library in London includes
markePng materials produced by a number of charitable organisaPons fundraising for Spanish civilians displaced by the 1936-1939 civil war. I was parPcularly drawn to the plasPc envelopes filled with coupons and tokens which were sold to raise milk for babies, and a donaPon card marked up with the different parts of a man's suit, enabling a contributor to save up over a period of Pme and provide clothing for a refugee going into exile. Researching earlier in the Whitechapel Art Gallery Archive, I came across le9ers and documents that echoed such iniPaPves and the moPve behind them: the determinaPon to fight the threat of fascism and to stop it spilling from Spain into Europe and beyond. I had been looking for references to the exhibiPon of Picasso's Guernica in 1939 at the gallery, but there was very li9le informaPon inside the relevant box folder. What I did find was a large correspondence between the gallery and representaPves of local immigrant communiPes who had used the space for a variety of arPsPc and social projects in the 1930s and 1940s. There were two short noPces from contemporaneous news reports about Guernica, but they became intriguing footnotes to this rich collaPon of materials that brought to life people who had experienced and survived some of the major conflicts of mid-twenPeth-century Europe.
This unexpected treasure trove found inside archival box folders and plastic wallets has helped shape my idea of incorporating an imagined archive within my fiction. It has also prompted a key research question: what is process, and what is narrative when working on a liminal text? Arguably, creative research requires a symbiosis between the two, and I want to explore this further. Before looking more closely at this question, however, I will briefly discuss the background to my choice of subject matter -transitional justice in Spain -and my approach to setting up a research methodology, partly shaped by contemporary visual artists exploring the art of forensics, and the use of creative narrative devices by social and forensic anthropologists.
'Cartography of Terror'
Transitional justice has long been associated with its place of origin, the Latin American countries of the Southern Cone; however in 2016 it is Spain, a member state within the European Union, which is seen to support a culture of impunity. Attempts made to achieve reconciliation over the past have become mired in controversy and government inaction. Spain is, in essence, a pivotal site for exploring transitional justice issues within the mode of liminal fiction.
To date, no one has been convicted for the disappearances during the Spanish Civil War and the dictatorship that followed. Francisco Franco was the leader of the successful rebellion that overthrew the Spanish democraPc republic and established the dictatorship that was to define the country unPl his death in 1975. A9empts to try human rights abusers in the Franco era have been blocked, or stalled, with devastaPng consequences for those seeking recogniPon for the esPmated 114,226 vicPms of enforced disappearances. To put narraPve truths across generaPons and geographies. The concept of mulPdirecPonal memory is well suited to such an ambiPon; it also allows for an expanded noPon of belonging and exclusion to be introduced into the wriPng process, a valuable means to incorporate the changing world of the exile, as well as represenPng the missing.
In order to respond to the challenge of creaPng a narraPve of the missing, I want to uPlise some of the methods used by these visual arts pracPPoners and forensic specialists to collapse complex, intertwined histories, both personal and collecPve, into pa9erns, and codes of symbols, which are then capable of being transferred into wider narraPves of social jusPce.
Theorising the relationship between archival detail and fabulation is a starting point; I will now identify some of the practical measures I will use, drawing on pioneering cases in transitional law, and transitional measures aimed at preventing non-recurrence of human rights violations.
The Body's Tes*mony
In 'The InPmacy of Defeat,' Francisco Ferrándiz states that the exhumaPon of mass graves is a form of memory-work that evolves over Pme, for 'each society has its own rhythms of absorpPon, overdose, and saturaPon of the traumaPc past.' He analyses the 'clandesPne 9 resistance and survival strategies' of those repressed by the NaPonalist victory, ranging from 'Pny domesPc rouPnes to protecPve silence, fugiPve telling, decisions to join the resistance or proscribed poliPcal parPes, and going into exile.' These strategies are rich in potenPal for 10 the writer of ficPon too, parPcularly when uPlised to contribute to the emergence of a new paradigm in memory studies, as discussed earlier -one rooted in visual images of the exhumaPon of disinterred remains. Indeed, one of the narraPve strands in my liminal ficPon will be the honouring in secret of the site of a mass grave. Ferrándiz, 'FugiPve Voices', p. 310. 9 Ibid., p. 315. 'disappeared.' No body was found, so in order to determine what had happened to him aser his abducPon from a city street the narraPve brought before the court had to be built up through establishing and corroboraPng the modus operandi adopted by security forces linked to the State in similar cases. To this end, the narraPve trajectory was presented in such a way that the existence of clandesPne prisons and the pracPce of clandesPne burials was brought to the fore. In other words, the focus was put on the 'body's tesPmony' in a process of documentaPon that was given striking visual representaPon in the media where images of disinterred remains began to be published. Such imagery, as discussed earlier, has been central in the development of a new memory poePcs.
The narraPve brought before the court helped map the shadow presences and hidden burial sites of Honduras; in Spain, a landscape of post-memory is being mapped in image and word by photographers such as Francesc Torres, who reveals the existence of shadow 'archives,' or mass graves, in his historical documentaPon projects. I am developing my work of liminal ficPon against such a background, using the body's tesPmony as a catalyst for evolving human rights norms across geographical and insPtuPonal boundaries, and for building tracPon for such concepts within the cultural memory. In addiPon, I aim to draw the Case of Velásquez-Rodríguez v. Honduras, Inter-American Court of Human Rights, Judgement of July 29 1988 (Merits) reader in as a co-curator of a narraPve, which will consist of text, imagery, pieces of 'evidence,' as well as clusters of 'tesPmonial objects,' which must be sised through like the artefacts and findings of a forensic invesPgaPon. My key literary moPf is the labyrinth which will draw these different approaches together in a series of intertwining narraPves, spanning three generaPons and three European countries.
The Labyrinth-Archive
In my novel, I present the idea of the mass grave as a form of labyrinth-archive. To that end, The grave is situated on the outskirts of a small town where some eighty years previously a crime against humanity has been commi9ed. RelaPves of the vicPms in the grave appear in the artwork, the genesis of which forms part of the liminal narraPve. The life of the artwork, the lives of the Spanish exiles and that of the arPst intersect across different Pmes, and on different planes of memory, in accordance with the precepts of Rothberg's noPon of a mulPdirecPonal memory. I will now turn to a discussion of my approach to wriPng a visual text that embodies these narraPve devices.
'Denkbilder'
In my creaPve ficPon, the labyrinth-grave serves as both metaphor, and framework; the myriad secrets it opens up to the world disseminated through a prose built around Walter Benjamin's concept of Denkbilder, or 'reflecPons in imagery.' In his work Berlin Childhood around 1900 he creates a highly imaginaPve alternaPve to the wriPng of a tradiPonal Ibid., p. 265. 14 autobiography. In a set of short pieces, unified through the device of Denkbilder, Benjamin analyses the act of remembering; to remember is to seize on a 'fugiPve knowledge,' the kind that is glimpsed in deserted places, where past, present and future seem to collide:
For just as there are plants that are said to confer the power to see into the future, so there are places that possess such a virtue. For the most part, they are deserted places -treetops that lean against walls, blind alleys or front gardens where no one stops. In such places, it seem as if all that lies in store for us has become the past. 15 I uPlise this idea of memory as palimpsest in my novel which centres on the exhumaPon of a mass grave, a place where 'no one stops' because for decades its existence has been denied, 
'Museum of Space and Emo*on'
In researching and writing a liminal fiction, I am also considering how such a work will be disseminated, particularly as it is taking on a hybrid form, consisting of part-book, part-archive, partinstallation. As discussed earlier, I see the labyrinth, the archive and the mass grave as malleable spaces, particularly when negotiated by a writer, artist or scientist working within the paradigm of multidirectional memory. Indeed, my work of liminal fiction is going to develop around an archival artwork, one that expands on the notion of archive. It is an approach I see reflected in the development of new museums of space and emotion, such as 19 Princelet Street in Spitalfields, London.
Just as reading Benjamin's unorthodox autobiography leads to new ways of thinking about history and memory, so does a visit to a site like 19 Princelet Street. It is not a museum in the conventional sense of the word, as its history and contemporary significance lie in its bricks and mortar. In the 18 th century, the building was home to a family of Huguenot silk weavers who fled persecution; in 1869, a synagogue was erected in the garden by Jewish emigrants from Eastern Europe. This is a space where Rothberg's concept of a multidirectional memory quite 17 literally finds its embodiment; it is embedded in the gilt lettering on the wooden gallery in the synagogue spelling out the names of those who once prayed on its benches, and in the trail of paw prints left by an intrepid cat in the steps leading down to the basement.
It is a museum of the intangible, of the many missing voices of those who passed through its spaces over the centuries. Arguably, it is in these shape-shifting spaces where connections are made between the narratives of the missing. In my new genre of liminal fiction I will incorporate 'the memory of the body missing' through writing a novel which will also take on a hybrid, shape-shifting form -it will be an archive, book, and installation. The contribution my genre of liminal fiction will make to the emerging field of the arts and transitional justice will be underlined through the close relationship I intend to establish between novel writing and undertaking ground-breaking interdisciplinary research in an academic environment. 
Buried, a work-in-progress

CONVERSATION EXERCISE III:
Topical Events "Coming round, anP-clockwise to your right, Félix, a list of useful words I've pulled together for discussing Picasso's Guernica this evening. Take one and pass it on. We will be going downstairs shortly to view the exhibiPon and then, aser tea and biscuits, we shall resume the class with our discussion." 
'Weeping Silk'
Mrs O'Leary makes him a present of her husband's work boots. A docker by trade and the boots barely broken in before he was sent to fight overseas. Stepping into dead men's shoes, but they are a good fit. Now, he hands them on, in turn, to whoever is les fighPng for his benighted country. Picasso has asked visitors to Guernica to donate a pair of boots by way of entrance fee. 318 pairs have been donated to date. They line them up beneath the painPng which covers a wall. The tally increases to 319 when he adds his boots, which are also Mr O'Leary's boots. He walks home barefoot.
His feet are raw with the January cold. Snow melts down gu9ers. He feels a moriña, a homesickness, which overwhelms him, much more than the freezing cold. He loses sensaPon in his toes, but his heart sPll beats hard, and in his heart he remembers Málaga; he remembers tertulias held with his friends in Café de Chinitas, the long asernoons of debates, storytelling, and dreaming. His eyes sPng with the cold. He can't feel his ears. His jaws ache. When he breathes, it hurts. The cold scorches his lungs, burns his heart. There are no flowers in the gu9er.
According to señorita Alice, Picasso drew the leather glove in a sketch he made in May, 1937.
The glove was worn by a man who died in the destrucPon of Guernica. It is believed to be the only surviving memento of the 1, 654 Guernicans killed and the 7,889 wounded. Picasso, who owns the glove, says: "This is a tortured object found on the ba9lefield of liberty."
What survives in his memory? He slumps in the gutter, struggling to right himself. His arms are logs of ice. He remembers the rope soles of a dying woman's espadrilles spooling out into a stream of blood; he remembers the smell of clean sheets making him cry; he remembers a dancing girl-woman in a borrowed jacket; he remembers an idea he has of stitching the names of the dead inside the collars of the shirts of the living. He remembers this is his secret. It is like the little flower hidden in the palm of Picasso's dying warrior, but he remembers.
Someone else remembers. Colliot, the silk weaver, remembers the man he found half-dead on his doorstep. He rubbed at his bare feet with handfuls of mushy snow and forced a drop of brandy between his lips. Blue as bluebells in the woods, he said to his neighbours who had assembled to view the street show. When the man came to, he was all at sea in the middle of the gu9er. Mumbled about gloves, and flowers, and a pair of boots. "He's been robbed," said one onlooker. Another thought he was a down-and-out. "What a shame, but war will pull us all down to his level, make no mistake." No Mean City
Is where she runs sPll; bobbed hair flying off her face; freckly face and snaggly teeth but the joy of it, seeing her running so free, a smile on her lips, dressed in a boy's school blazer, and her mother's tea dress with its botched sewn hem, and bare legs, and what must be her brother's shoes. And the girl is running, snaggly teeth, rumpled dress, and picture wire for shoelaces. And the girl is running towards him, like it is the end of a Hollywood movie and he is the hero, and she is his lover, and she is running and he holds his breath in case he might blow her away into another world. She is not running, she is dancing. She swivels her hips and waves her arms to a beat of her own making. And for a split second, no more, no less, he thinks it is her. The girl finishes her dance and she is running once more, ducks past him with
